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Detailed models for all EPS components are required for accurate Electric Power System
(EPS) simulations of satellites in various LEO, MEO, and GEO missions. Older and outdated
models had used various power margins to over-estimate the size and weight of the satellite EPS
for a given mission. Today’s models incorporate the use of many sets of test data from various
testing facilities to much better and more accurately predict the behavior of each component. This
paper summarizes the library of the various component models currently used in such satellite
simulations. The components modeled include solar array cells, solar array string and group
diodes, solar array harnesses, battery cells, battery recharging efficiencies, battery charge control,
battery heaters, bus diodes, cabling, and wiring. The models use various input variables in their
simulation, including the effects of bus voltage, current, temperature, and age. These component
models are used within the Power Suite Tools code within Lockheed Martin to perform sizing
trades and BOL and EOL margin analyses. They can also be used to compare EPS behavior from
on-orbit data, and to predict future transient behavior in worst-case scenarios. One major concern
in the operation of such satellite systems is the prediction of the maximum state-of-discharge
(SOD) of the batteries during the most challenging mission phases. The use of these PTS code
models enables much more accurate simulations of EPS behavior, battery degradation, and
lifetime estimates that are needed in the Aerospace Industry today.

I. Introduction and Background

he modeling of battery behavior during both discharging and charging is a major key in the simulation of
electrical power system (EPS) behavior as used in space satellite missions today. Simulations of the operation

of the EPS are extremely important in determining the sizes and capabilities of the solar arrays and the batteries to
accomplish the mission objectives. Detailed EPS studies are required to provide specific maximum load power
profiles at the beginning-of-life (BOL), at various mission stages, and at the end-of-life (EOL) of the mission, to
assure that the solar arrays and the batteries as designed will accomplish the mission objectives. In the past, so-
called “engineering margins” or “wags” have been used to oversize both the solar arrays and the batteries, to insure
that the EOL mission objectives will be met. Today, however, there is increased interest in predicting exactly how
the EPS will operate from BOL all of the way through EOL, and even beyond the expected end of the mission. In
fact, many satellites and space platforms today have been and are now operating well beyond their planned EOL
mission characteristics, such as the Hubble Space Telescope. As more and more battery data are becoming available
from both ground testing programs and actual satellite mission telemetry, it is now possible to create more advanced
battery and EPS system component models that can reproduce this collected data and predict battery operation for
various planned and anomalous mission conditions. It is now even possible to extend these models in to simulate
other batteries of similar characteristics to predict their behavior.

Several simulation codes are being used by various aerospace industry leaders today to model the BOL to EOL
transient behavior of the EPS for various missions. The Power Tools Suite (PTS) codes package has been under
development at Lockheed Martin for several years. Descriptions of the development of this PTS code and its results
have been presented at several IECEC and Space Power Workshop conferences in recent years.1-6 

Lockheed Martin is currently managing and supporting several communication satellite, orbital space, and deep
space programs. Detailed models of the batteries and EPS components for these programs are being developed for
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use in various EPS simulation studies, including for use in the Power Tools Suite (PTS) codes package. The PTS
codes use detailed models of all of the individual EPS components to simulate and calculate component sizing, and
to predict the detailed time-dependent EPS data values and behavior. Accurate battery models are thus required for
accurate EPS simulations and results. Such detailed battery models are being developed for specific
geosynchronous (GEO), medium Earth orbit (MEO), and low Earth orbit (LEO) mission analyses.

II. The Updated Power Tools Suite (PTS) Code

The Power Tools Suite (PTS) codes package originated in the late 1990s for use in the Iridium and other
specific programs within Lockheed Martin.7-9 The codes package has been updated several times during the past
few years.

The updated PTS codes package has been used to support of several programs within Lockheed Martin, and will
be continued to be used to do so in the future.10-12  The codes package contains a sizing code, a dynamic or time-
dependent code, and a library of various EPS Component models. These codes have all been written in Excel 2003
Visual Basic Macro coding (similar to FORTRAN or Basic) and allow modular use, clarity, ease of understanding,
fast execution time, and the ability to used on any computer platforms without any concerns for special workstation
requirements and/or special software licensing agreements.

The PTS dynamic code simulates the time-dependent behavior of the EPS by defining the EPS to be constructed
of interlinked EPS components from the library. These components are then connected together to form the solar
array circuits, battery circuits, bus circuits, and load circuits for the entire EPS. The wired EPS components then
form the total EPS architecture under consideration. The current PTS dynamic code can automatically simulate the
A2100 (battery regulated) bus design as well as the A2100M (battery dominated), LM700, and LM2000 bus designs
studied and analyzed by Lockheed Martin.

A typical block schematic diagram of such a PTS EPS architecture is shown in Figure 1.1 In this figure, each
box connected in the EPS bus represents the effect of an individual EPS Component. The values shown within each
box indicate the system values that would appear at specified times during a dynamic simulation. The data shown
here are for example purposes only and do not represent any particular mission design.1 The boxes at the top of the
figure show additional data that may be of interest during the running of the simulation.

Figure 1. PTS Typical A2100 Bus EPS Architecture Model (Data for example use only)



The following abbreviations are used in Figure 1 to define various input and output variables: “S/A” or “SA”
for “solar array”, “SA1” for “solar array 1”, “Batt” for “battery”, “Batt_One” for “one battery”, “”BPC” for “battery
power converter”; and “Payload”, “Bus” and “Special” to identify the three possible loads on the EPS bus.

The numerical solution scheme used within the dynamic code allows stable and accurate iterative numerical
solutions within each dynamic time step for the given EPS components and the given user defined EPS architecture.
Also, these codes are written to follow the standards set forth in both the 2006 “AIAA Draft EPS Standards Review
Document,” and the book by Bauer, “Batteries For Space Power Systems.” 13-14

III. EPS Component Libraries

The PTS EPS Component Library includes all of the models that are available for use in the EPS Simulations.
These can be used within the PTS codes and other simulation codes as well. A list of the EPS components that are
currently modeled in the PTS code is given in Table 1. For many of these components, several models are available
for the user to choose as required. It is specifically noted that many of the models contain non-linear models that
affect the behavior of the entire EPS. One major advantage of the use of these PTS codes is that the numerical
solution schemes within the codes allow for the use of any such non-linear and smooth component model behavior.

Table 1. EPS Components and Models Overview

Solar Arrays
Cells (Hughes, etc.)*
Strings
String Diodes*
Harnesses
Slip Rings
Groups
Group Diodes*
Wings

Batteries
Cells (NiCd, NiH, LiIon, etc.)*
Discharging Models*
Charging Models*
Harnesses
Power Converters*
Heaters*

Bus Circuits
Diodes*
Harnesses

Cable Resistance

Bus Bar Resistance

Load Circuits
Harnesses
Power Requirements
Special Requirements

* Non-linear modeling effects

IV. Specific EPS Component Models

It is noted in Figure 1 that the EPS above can be divided into three separate circuits: (1) the solar array charging
circuit, composed of two independent wings connected in parallel (with 6 horizontal boxes in each circuit); (2) the
battery discharging and charging circuit, containing a user defined number of batteries connected in parallel (the 4
horizontal boxes at the bottom); (3) the common bus circuit (with the one box on the right); and (4) the loads
circuit, containing three possible loads in parallel (the Payload, Bus load, and Special loads) (the three vertical
circuits on the lower right in the figure). A particular objective of this paper is to point out that the user may select
any model from the PTS EPS Component library to be used in the simulation of the EPS architecture..

The various models that are available of selection by the user from the EPS Component Library are expanded
below in Table 2. It is noted that the models for many of the models have been developed using appropriate sets of
mathematical equations fitted to available test and/or in-flight data. Also, actual data can be used in tabular form
within a model with linear interpolation between the given data points.



Table 2. EPS Components and Models Expanded

Solar Arrays
Cells

Hughes Solar Array Models
Specific Solar Array Models

Batteries and Cells
Battery Cell Impedance Models

NiH Dry Sinter Battery Cell
NiH Wet Slurry Battery Cell

Battery Cell Voltage Models
Three Linear Line Model
Table of Data with Linear in Between
Clarke Function Fit to Data
Iridium NiH Battery Cell Table Data
LiIon Battery Cell Table Data
Linear Battery Models
Linear Battery Models with Impedance
Iridium Battery Model
LiIon SAFT Model
NiH Clarke GEO Model
NiH Clarke MEO Model
NiH Clarke LEO Model
NiH AEHF Battery Model
NiCd Clarke Table Model
User Supplied Battery Model
Expanded Models Using Data Pinning

Charging Charge Control Methods
For Nickel-Hydrogen (NiH2) Batteries
VT Charging
PT Charging
Ah C/D Return
Temperature Limit
For Lithium-Ion (Li-ion) Batteries

Constant Current-Constant Voltage
Constant Current
Ah Integration
Vmax Limit

Battery Efficiency Models
Constant C/D Ratio
Table of Data with Linear in Between
Program Battery Efficiency Model

Battery Capacity Model

Battery Capacity Time Constant Model

Battery Power Converter Efficiency Models
Constant
Table of Data
Program Power Control Efficiency Model

Bus Circuits
Diodes

Zero Voltage Drop Model
Silicon Isolation Diode
Schotky Power Diode

Cable Resistance
Size Effects
Gauge Effects
Temperature Effects

Bus Bar Resistance
Size Effects
Gauge Effects
Temperature Effects

Load Circuits
Power Requirements

Constant Power
Constant Current

Special Requirements
Open

V. EPS Component Simulation

Each Component within the EPS Component Library has all of the characteristics summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Characteristics of Each EPS Component Model

Written as an Excel 2003 Visual Basic Function Macro Routine.
Given a number of various input variables, returns one output value (e.g. voltage, efficiency, etc.). 
Coding includes many comment lines to identify all of the variables and all of the equations.
Documentation has a common outline used by all of the components.
Documentation includes results of varying each individual input variable.
Results require each individual input variable to be varied over its entire possible range.
Results are plotted in various ways to form a cross-reference views of variable dependence.



The documentation for each of the EPS Components has the same outline format, as listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Outline Format for the Documentation of Each EPS Component

EPS Component Model Title
Description

Overall Description
Reference Information

References Used by this Model
Model Limitations

Known Limitations of the Model
Model

Full Description, Equations, and Explanations
Data Input

Descriptions, Function Calls, Called Functions, Code Use
Results

Model Results, Variation of Input Variables, Figures, Discussions of Results

VI. EPS Component Testing and Results

It is very important to note that all of the EPS Component Library Models must reside in one Excel workbook
in only one location. This allows verification and validation to be performed on one consistent version of the model
library. The use of copies of models for various applications is not allowed.

The models are each individually tested using a separate Excel workbook that calls each model in turn, and
drives each of the independent input variables for that model over their entire possible range of input values. The
results are automatically tabulated and plotted for user inspection. In this way, the effects of each input variable are
made very clear. These plotted results are all included in the results documentation described above.

Figures 2 through Figure 13 illustrate only a few of the results that have been generated from this model
verification and validation procedure. The results shown here are of generic nature and are not representative of any
specific program or operational model.

VII. Conclusions

The Power Tools Suite (PTS) codes package has been under development at Lockheed Martin to provide EPS
Component Models for various mission analyses. Missions simulated include LEO, MEO, GEO, and deep space
missions. The PTS codes have been written in Excel 2003 macros to easily be used on any desktop or laptop
computer. The PTS sizing code can be used to calculate the sizes of the solar array wings and the batteries needed
to conform to mission specifications. The PTS dynamic simulation code can be used to simulate the time-dependent
behavior of all of the EPS components and voltage and current values during the given entire transient mission. The
EPS architecture is designed by connecting together the various EPS Components. The EPS Components Library
provides the various independent models for each EPS Component in one unique Excel workbook file. Various
models are available for user input choice for nearly all of the EPS components. Tables are provided listing the
various models that are currently being used for each of the EPS Components. The documentation of each
component follows a standard outline form, and contains a complete description of each model, its capabilities, and
its limitations. Results from each model are also included in graphical form in the documentation. These results are
automatically produced in a separate workbook that drives each of the input variables within each model over its
entire range of possible input variable values. This insures the verification and validation of each separate model in
the EPS Component Library. The component models are then ready to be used in the PTS simulations for nominal
and unplanned mission analyses.



Figure 2. Solar Array Cell Hughes Model, Effects of
Temperature on voc and vmp

Figure 3. Solar Array Cell Hughes Model, Effects of
Temperature on Power

Figure 4. Typical Battery Discharge Voltage Linear
Models and Piecewise Linear Models, 

 Effects of DOD

Figure 5. Battery Discharge Voltage Data Tables vs.
Curve Fits, Effects of DOD and Current

Figure 6. Battery Discharge Voltage Model, Effects
of Capacity and Discharge Current

Figure 7. Battery Discharge Voltage Model, Effects
of Capacity and Temperature



Figure 8. Battery Discharge Voltage Model, Effects
of Capacity and Age

Figure 9. Battery Charge Voltage Model, Effects
of Capacity and Charging Current

Figure 10. Battery Discharge Voltage Model Created
Using Data to Pin Another Model with
Two Given Data Points, Effects of DOD
and Current

Figure 11. Battery Charging Efficiency Model,
Effects of DOD and Recharging Current

Figure 12. Silicon Diode Voltage Drop Model,
Effects of Current

Figure 13. Cable Resistance Model, Effects of
Temperature and Wire Gauge (per foot)
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